
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A HOLISTIC LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
VERTICAL LEARNING | SMALL GROUPS OF 5-7 | 12*2-hr WORKSHOPS 

Group Workshops every four weeks from 17 January 2018 to 12 December 2018 

 

Join the SHIFT to Eco-Centric Leadership by cultivating your unique purpose and 
strategic direction for your career and reframing the narrative of your life experience.  
Leverage your leadership strengths and ignite your emergent and aspirational leadership 
capacity to become a more authentic, agile and strategic executive leader who can 
navigate uncertainty and contribute to creating a more inspiring and sustainable future! 

A Small Group Intimate Learning Experience Facilitated by Antoinette Braks 

 “Antoinette’s Program is unique in that it takes a holistic approach to transformation. She is a  
collaborative intuitive whose depth of knowledge in leadership development is unsurpassed  

and she has clear insight into how to make momentous changes in perspective.  
Her strong strategic focus, business acumen and gracious understanding  

of people mean that you will gain far more than you may expect.”  
~ Anne Cosgrove ED People & Culture Services NSW 

 

 

 

 

Leadership roles are a powerful vehicle to 
evolve and develop compassion-in-action 
while leading others to realize inspirational 
outcomes that serve the broader community. 
Yet they can be daunting too in terms of how 
best to employ mutual power, appreciate and 
resolve interpersonal dynamics, and cultivate 
courageous authenticity amongst colleagues. 

Antoinette Braks has spent 30 years evolving 
her leadership capacity as a GM People and 
Culture, a Leadership Consultant, a Facilitator 
of Culture Transformation and an Executive 
Coach in Strategic Holistic Leadership. She has 
coached more than 200 senior executives over 
3000+ hours (Master Certified Coach equiv.), 
led 18-month development programs for large 
groups of senior leaders, conducted more than 
500 management assessments and led over 50 
strategic offsites with executive teams. 

During this new 12-month 12*2-hr-session 
Small Group Leadership Program, participants 
will be invited to make the transformative shift 
from high performing ego-centric leadership to 
self-authoring, post-conventional, eco-centric 
leadership. The Program will raise the bar for 
the demonstration of conscious, empowering, 
collaborative leadership while participants 
discover a new inner ease amidst the complex 
and challenging work situations that arise. 

There is a balance across action orientation, 
emotional awareness, mindful agility and 
spiritual congruence to facilitate holistic 
leadership development from the “inside-out”. 
The Program also integrates strategic 
leadership transformation from the “outside-
in” to expand the space for growth, uplift 
individual role contribution, interpersonal team 
dynamics and collective divisional 
performance.
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PROVEN RESULTS 

100% of participants in a PhD Research Study navigated a full stage 
shift in just 12 months. They were all engaged in a 12-month SHIFT 
Coaching Program with Antoinette Braks. Most shifted from the 
most mature ego-centric stage of Achiever to the first eco-centric 
stage of Catalyst, and one direct to the next stage of Strategist with 
another knocking on its door. This was a surprising and inspiring 
result as it is commonly thought to take 2-3 years to navigate a 
complete stage shift, especially from ego-centric to eco-centric. 

In her key findings, Antoinette suggests that the readiness for 
vertical leadership growth is latent in many executives. They are 
simply inhibited by bureaucratic processes and lack the know-how 
on how to develop their intrinsic leadership capacity to become 
more empowering, inspiring, strategic leaders. By retaining the 
strengths and releasing the shadow of the Specialist stage, while 
building their emergent capacity at Catalyst, executives can make a speedy shift to become eco-centric 
leaders who can lead others through the maze of complexity and chaos endemic in our VUCA world! 

SHIFT Transformative Group Coaching for between 75 and 100 Senior Executives in 1,000-person 
organizations, saw Leadership Effectiveness increase by 20% within 18 months, and People Engagement leapt 
by 30% in just six months and continued to improve. SHIFT Transformative Coaching has been proven to 
make a swift uplifting impact on the complex adaptive system that is an organization today! 
 

 
The SHIFT Small Group Coaching Program includes: 

§ A Global Leadership Profile Assessment before the 2nd and 12th Workshops 
§ The Holistic Leadership Profile Assessment half-way through the Program 
§ 12*2-hour Small Group Coaching Workshops with 5-7 participants at the MLC Centre 
§ Collaboration on real-life situations during the Coaching Workshops to stimulate learning 
§ Exploration of a New Theme at each session to ignite Transforming Eco-Centric Leadership  
§ Pre-reading Handouts to discover the Scientific Underpinnings of New Approaches 
§ Post-work integrated with Role Responsibilities to Experiment with Leading Differently 
§ Program Resources and Techniques to Guide and Support Wellbeing Practices 

The SHIFT Small Group Coaching Programs will take place on Wednesdays and Thursdays. They begin on 
Wednesday 17 January 2018 with a first series of six coaching workshops every four weeks until and 
including 7 June 2018, and recommence on Wednesday 25 July for a second series of six coaching 
workshops until the final session on 13 December 2018. 

The workshops will take place at 9-11am, 12-2pm and 3-5pm on the above dates with participants spread 
across these workshops based on their Leadership Profiles, Role Level and Responsibilities, and Industry 
Sector. We will group people together at a similar growth edge and with a similar span of leadership 
responsibilities across diverse industry groups.  

Participants will also be able to select if they would like to join a Women’s-Only Group, and will be able to 
move between mainstream groups if needed to accommodate any issues or exigencies that may arise.  
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PROGRAM OUTLINE 

SESSION 1 THE STAGES OF LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 

 

§ Receive Your Global Leadership Profile Group Debrief 
§ Discover Identity Mapping across the Spiral of Development 
§ Learn About the Neuroscience of Intention and Attention 
§ Create Your Own Aspirational Leadership Brand Declaration 

  

SESSION 2 A TRANSFORMATIVE VISION ACROSS TIME 

 

§ Learn how to develop a shared, meaningful Purpose and Vision 
§ Articulate Strategic Culture and Performance Shifts 
§ Discover the Power of Positive Psychology and Imagination 
§ Uplift Divisional Productivity with a Dynamic Diary Rhythm  

  

SESSION 3 THE PSYCHODYNAMICS OF EMOTIONAL DRAMA 

 

§ Emotional Triggers as a Signalling System to Release the Past 
§ The Value of Psychodynamics to Reveal Subconscious Shadow 
§ Self and Social Awareness in relation to Interpersonal Dynamics 
§ The Emotional Life of the Brain in relation to Life’s Dramas 

  

SESSION 4 COURAGEOUS CARING CONVERSATIONS 

 

§ How to set and uphold respectful standards and boundaries 
§ Using unilateral and mutual power in challenging situations 
§ Bringing mindfulness and compassion-in-action to challenges 
§ The art of constructive listening and reading between the lines 

  

SESSION 5 REFRAMING STORY AND NARRATIVE 

 

§ Discover how to reframe personal stories to cultivate integrity 
§ Engage multiple perspectives to make meaning of life events 
§ Explore the symbolic building blocks of psychological growth 
§ Reframe the dynamics of interactions and relationships 

  

SESSION 6 MINDFULNESS, HAPPINESS AND FULFILMENT 

 

§ How to use various mindfulness practices to create stillness 
§ Happiness in the present moment through self-acceptance 
§ Navigating the school of life to cultivate moral character  
§ How to define what it means to live a fulfilling life 
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SESSION 7 RELEASE REACTIVE EMOTIONAL PATTERNS 

 

§ Conduct a life review to bring core reactive patterns to light 
§ Bring the subconscious to life through archetypal dynamics 
§ Interconnections between beliefs, thoughts, feelings, actions  
§ Reset memories with mindful intention and heart-resonance 

  

SESSION 8 INSPIRE AND ENCOURAGE COHESIVE TEAMWORK 

 

§ Empowering Team Meetings with Liberating Meeting Agendas 
§ Develop robust Teamwork by embracing the gift of conflict 
§ Develop collective transformative leadership through loyalty 
§ Amplify the social ripple effect of strategic cohesive teamwork 

  

SESSION 9 CULTIVATE ETHICS, SUSTAINABILITY AND INTEGRITY 

 

§ Learn how integrity grows through the stages along the spiral 
§ Explore ethical decision-making to lead to systemic change 
§ Examine the sustainability outcomes of strategic initiatives  
§ The power of disorientating dilemmas to realize new insights 

  

SESSION 10 LEAD EMERGENT STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

 

§ Synergistic decision-making based on mutual understanding 
§ Engaging in the emergent future with open will, heart and mind 
§ Leading a campaign to realize amazing synergistic outcomes 
§ Orchestrate stakeholder interdependencies across roadmaps 

  

SESSION 11 STRENGTHEN FOUNDATIONS WITH SHADOW CRASHES 

 

§ The value of shadow crashes to retrieve past misgivings 
§ Discover how to rebuild stronger foundations of character 
§ Processing and releasing the past to build emotional resilience 
§ How to become fully self-validating and present in the moment 

  

SESSION 12 CREATE A COMPELLING SIGNATURE PRESENTATION 

 

§ Articulate your purpose, mission and vocation in your career 
§ Create the strategic context that ignites a compelling vision 
§ Images and slide design to create a memorable presentation 
§ Learn how to inspire others with evocative ‘sticky’ anecdotes 
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Your SHIFT Coach, Antoinette Braks PhD(c)  MBA.LBS  MA LLB(Hons)  BA  Dip Intl Mktg (Hons) 

The Coaching Relationship is pivotal to every Coaching Program. 

Antoinette Braks holds substantial coaching experience of senior executives, strategic executive teams and 
large groups of senior leaders (>3,000 hours). She has operated from the mature action logic of a Strategist, 
held by 5% of executive leaders, since 2010. Now, 100% of her profile is postconventional or eco-centric. Her 
expansive leadership capacity enables Antoinette to hold and maintain the space for a proven holistic 
approach to transformative coaching and the emergence of transforming leadership for her clients. 

Strategists deal with conflict more comfortably than do those with other action logics, and they’re better at 
handling people’s resistance to change. Strategists have consistently been able to generate organizational 
transformations leading to increases in profitability, market share and reputation.  

 Rooke & Torbert, 7 Transformations of Leadership, Harvard Business Review, April 2005. 

In summary, Antoinette’s leadership coaching and assessment experience includes: 
> 3,000 Coaching Hours (MCC equivalent) 
> 200 Senior Executive Coaching Clients 
> 500 Management Assessments of Senior Executives 
> 50 Team Workshops to set Strategic Direction and support Leadership Transformation 

Coaching Qualifications 
§ Certified Coach with Marshall Goldsmith Stakeholder Centered Coaching  
§ Certificate of Organizational Coaching with the Institute of Executive Coaching and Leadership 
§ Certified Leadership Coach with the Newfield Institute of Ontological Coaching 
§ Certified Coach with The Leadership Circle Executive and Team Culture Profiles 
§ Certified Global Leadership Profile Coach with Action Inquiry Associates 

 
Her coaching experience builds on 25 years in regional leadership roles in Strategic HR with Shell across Latin 
America & Africa, Leadership Solutions with Korn Ferry AsiaPac and as GM People & Culture with innovative 
energy company Vector NZ. Antoinette is also a Fellow of AHRI. 

Clients include the Departments of Education, Family & Community Services, Finance, Services & Innovation, 
Health, Police, Primary Industries and Transport, and companies: Allianz, Businesslink, HSBC, Hydro, 
Relationships Australia, UGL and Westpac.  
 
 
 
PROFESSIONAL FEES 

Full Registration Fee for the 12-Month Program and 3 Leadership Profiles is $4,950+GST per person 

Earlybird Registration Fee by Friday 15 December 2017 is $3,950+GST per person 

 

Or connect with Antoinette to set up your own Group Leadership Development Program for your 
Executive Team or Division. Developing both self-awareness and mutual understanding will quickly 
uplift team dynamics and have a ripple effect on corporate culture and business performance.  

 

Email Antoinette.Braks@Join-the-SHIFT.com to talk through the proposal or set up a meeting with her. 

Go to www.Join-the-SHIFT.com and click on LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS to Register.  

 

Antoinette also offers individual Executive Coaching Programs for Senior Executives. Please contact 
Antoinette to set up a meeting with her if you are interested in an individual fully customized program. 
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TESTIMONIALS 

“Occasionally we meet folks who bring a unique 
perspective to strategic conversations, creating new 
thoughts, ideas and innovative thinking. Antoinette is 
one such person, drawing on a wonderful knowledge 
and understanding in so many aspects of life and 
business.” ~ Richard Boggon, Regional Director 
Transport Infrastructure Services at Parsons 
Brinckerhoff 
 
“Antoinette’s Program is unique in that it takes a 
holistic approach to transformation. She is a 
collaborative intuitive whose depth of knowledge in 
leadership development is unsurpassed. In a short 
period of time she has galvanized the organisation in 
a way that is remarkable due to her ability to engage 
with, and understand how people operate.  

She is a collaborative intuitive whose depth of 
knowledge on adult development is incredible and she 
has clear insight into what drives different behaviours 
that are manifested in the workplace.  
She has clear insight into how to make momentous 
changes in perspective.  

Her strong strategic focus, business acumen and 
gracious understanding of people mean that you will 
gain far more than you may expect. Did I say there 
was a whiff of culture change in the air? Well I mean 
there is a gale force wind blowing and the 
organization and its people are the ultimate winners.” 
~ Anne Cosgrove Executive Director People & Culture 
at FACS | Services NSW 
 
“I enjoy my coaching meetings with Antoinette 
principally because I find myself uncomfortable. She 
continually challenges my normalized way of thinking. 
The coaching is not a linear process. It’s emergent, 
disruptive and even disconcerting - that’s where the 
magic is. Antoinette considers things from a deeper 
dynamic perspective. Her focus on embracing our 
uniqueness is inspiring and amazingly effective.” ~ 
Greg Ellis EGM Opal Transport for NSW 
 
“Antoinette is an extraordinary leadership coach who 
truly ‘listens’ from multiple levels. Her commitment to 
her own evolution and growth and her innate ability 
to access her vast inner wisdom and bring that forth 
into form to guide others is a beautiful and powerful 
gift. Couple this with her extensive knowledge and an 
established (and tried and tested) suite of leadership 
development tools and approaches – and the result 
can only be WOW!  

Antoinette’s MAGIC formula has become the 
backbone of my own daily focus and intention, 
creating a passionate and powerful direction for the 
next part of my journey. She holds a nourishing space 
from which I have been able to reflect, rewind, 
rehearse and evolve. Antoinette, thank-you for shining 
so brightly. The world needs you!” ~ Nicola Vague, 
Manager Org Culture, Diversity and Inclusion at City 
West Water VIC 

 
“Antoinette instigated a terrific collaboration with us 
by leading a Strategic Off-Site for our new Executive 
Team. It was an invigorating and extremely productive 
two-day session to set our strategic direction and the 
leadership culture we wanted.  

We ran a values program around CONFIDENT 
Leaders designed and led by Antoinette that enabled 
the top 75 leaders become more self-aware and 
develop the courageous authenticity and team 
accountability we needed to uplift our performance.  

Antoinette’s broad strategic perspective and deep 
insights into mindfulness, emotional intelligence and 
personal power stimulated a significant shift in our 
capacity to collaborate with our business partners to 
build a thriving sustainable agricultural sector in NSW.” 
~ Michael Bullen DDG DPI Agriculture 
 
“Antoinette was an engaging, skillful, intelligent, 
challenging and enthusiastic person to work with. She 
integrated many new initiatives to transform our 
culture creating momentum from which results soon 
flowed. The terrific speed of success was due to her 
great ability to engage with the leaders and ensure 
that the adopted strategies were well understood and 
effectively implemented to drive toward the desired 
outcomes. She was a vital source of energy and 
inspiration in setting our new course and getting us 
going!”  ~ Pat Richards, CEO Businesslink FACS 

 
“Antoinette is a sensitive, creative and highly gifted 
coach. Her ability to coach senior leaders through the 
strategic maze of government while they balance their 
personal development is her strength. She is an 
Executive Coach of the highest calibre.” ~ Jane 
Simmons, Executive Director of Public Schools 
 
“It is rare to come across someone as dedicated and 
passionate about her work as Antoinette is. I worked 
closely with Antoinette in a culture change program 
and learned immeasurably from the experience. 
Antoinette’s ability to manage multiple projects and 
tasks whilst skilfully leading a company-wide 
transformation program was a pleasure to watch and 
be a part of. I truly miss her verve and enthusiasm 
and would recommend her to any organisation who is 
looking for a dedicated and passionate change leader.” 
~ Phillip Richards, Facilitator Businesslink 

 
“Antoinette is a master of motivation and spiritual 
wizardry!  After every session, I leave feeling inspired 
and motivated with a sense of awe and wonder of my 
own unlimited potential. Her exuberant energy and 
zest for life is contagious yet she provides an 
architectural framework providing structure and 
support. How refreshing to have been blessed to have 
her as my executive coach and to share our life 
experience in the transformation of the soul.”             
~ Anne Tucker, Manager HSE, Sydney Trains 
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 “I took up coaching with Antoinette to become more 
strategic and confident. Her fast-paced approach 
mixing theory and practical advice was extremely 
helpful. She is a challenging and energetic coach who 
held me to account in the nicest possible way. I 
always looked forward to our meetings because I 
knew that I would learn something new and useful.  
I now have a framework to approach strategic issues 
and many tools and techniques to draw on so I can 
hold my own in a senior executive environment. I 
would not have thought this possible a few years ago.” 
~ John Langron Group Executive Director HSE 
 

“My time with Antoinette will forever have a positive 
impact on my approach to leadership. I found her 
perspectives to be thoughtful and insightful, and her 
connection with mind, body, spirit revolutionized my 
thinking and, most importantly, my actions.  

Antoinette helped me strengthen my ability to 
- Deliver a consistent vision personally, professionally 
- Drive growth and development through people 
- Encourage risk taking and accountability, and 
- Nurture self-awareness and reflective practice. 

Antoinette has a unique ability to recognize, 
understand and explain complex leadership issues and, 
along the way, there have been some surprising 
personal realizations. Her mentoring makes me a 
better person every day, both at work and at home.  

Attuning my inner self and harnessing my authenticity 
to be more innovative and strategic brought me 
unique opportunities as an Executive Director working 
in government and awoke the inner warrior in me to 
lead my organization to success.”    ~ Gary Groves 
Regional Executive Director FACS 
 

“I had the privilege of Antoinette supporting me 
recently in my goals to advance my career and was 
extremely impressed. Her ability to provide 
constructive feedback was invaluable and insightful 
from the first meeting. Our interactions allowed me to 
reflect on my purpose and consider a more holistic 
appreciation of the impact of my body and verbal 
language in the C-suite environment.  

She really invested in my success and I recommend 
her to others focused on extending themselves to 
realise their career aspirations.” ~ Craig Chambers 
EGM Strategy, Portfolio and Innovation Energy QLD 
 

“Someone recommended Antoinette to me as I was 
preparing for the next step in my career - and I'm so glad 
they did! She helped me greatly to recognize and harness 
my strategic abilities, to rethink my approach to some 
work challenges and brought a positive, energizing 
presence to all our meetings. I would highly recommend 
Antoinette as an Executive Coach.” ~ Sue Nelson, 
Manager Communications and Media Relations at 
Copyright Agency Viscopy 

“Antoinette was exactly what I needed during 2016 - 
someone who had the vision and clarity to challenge, 
encourage and support my planning and preparation for 
the next step in my career. It was great to have someone 
with honesty, integrity as well as exceptional emotional 
intelligence and useful practical tools to help me on the 
journey.” ~ Guy Collishaw, Program Director Transport  
  

“I had the wonderful experience and pleasure of 
working one-on-one with Antoinette Braks. At the 
time, I was dealing with a very complex personal and 
commercial situation which she was very quick in 
understanding the holistic picture.  

Her commercial experience together with insight into 
situational dynamics and personality traits greatly 
assisted me in breaking the complexity down into 
manageable pieces to find positive forward moving 
paths. Importantly she gave me the confidence and 
courage to implement what I considered prior to our 
sessions an almost insurmountable course of action.”               
~ Belinda York Director Dynamic Modular 
Constructions 
 

“When I first saw Antoinette, I was fatigued, stressed 
at work and not enjoying life. In the very first meeting, 
the underlying issues were exposed.  

Antoinette shed light on my life and revealed things 
that I simply had not seen or understood. She had a 
positive, forward-looking approach that made me feel 
optimistic. Antoinette helped me work through 
changes in my org structure to enable me to focus on 
the higher strategic issues I enjoy. And most 
importantly, she addressed my whole-of-life 
progression, not just my work-life.” ~ Richard Host 
CIO at Fire & Rescue | Finance & Services NSW  

 

“Antoinette has helped me to remodel how I write, 
talk and feel about myself and my skills, enhancing my 
strategic expression and guiding me through a career 
transformation. I have found her to be an inspirational, 
knowledgeable and captivating Coach and I would 
highly recommend her to anyone seeking clarity, new 
direction and heightened courage.”         ~ Deborah 
Hailstones Director Horticulture R&D  
 

“While working with the Board and Management Team, 
Antoinette helped us to turnaround our national 
Association. Her commitment to bringing our vision to life 
and focus on results, inspired us to achieve much more 
than we thought was possible. Her style is fast-paced, 
insightful, strategic, always positive and encouraging. Her 
high energy level literally “swept us up” and moved us 
along. Together we achieved audacious goals, developed 
a national profile and became a significant influencer of 
government policy.” ~ Judith Speight Former Chairman 
TUANZ; MD Accelerating Aotearoa

 


